Syllabus Psychology 418 summer 2011

East Building Room 121

Dr. Norman J. Stanhope

Office hours: 2:15, Tue/Thu

Recommended text; DeSpelder and Strickland; The Last Dance

May 23  Introduction
May 24—The Compassionate Friends—Mary & John Bell
May 25---Hospice—Wendy Maiwurm
May 26---Alzheimers—Rob Cox
May 31---Organ Donors---Karen Brown, et.al
June 1—begin presentations
June 20—final exam

Each undergraduate will prepare a 12 page paper and present it orally to the class. Each graduate will prepare a 20 page paper and present it to the class. The papers will follow APA publication style or be graded down. The final will be take home. Mason honor code will be followed. Grades:  A—94+;A-90-93;B+87-89;B—84-86;B-80-83;C+77-79;
C-70-76;D69----